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The bio-medicine industry is the rising industry in the 21st century. It not 
merely has the characteristics of general medical enterprises, but also has its own 
characteristics. The medical market of our country is enormous, the changed 
situation of the way that economic globalization and industrial structure 
adjustment have caused enterprises to grow up, new competition situation and 
pattern that the biological medicine field has already appeared after entering the 
WTO. Enterprises face various kinds of parameters. Look for an opportunity to 
meet and seek development already become reality that can't be avoided in the 
changed situation. The competitions of biological medicine enterprises have 
already been turned to the omni-directional competition, studying the 
opportunities and challenges under the trend, analyzing the impacts of 
macro-environment and various kinds of regulation on medicine reform in an 
all-round way, holding the market pulse and developing direction correctly, 
making an accurate selection of the localization in the market again, and the 
competition of the marketing channel is the most important thing among them. 
This thesis achieves the current situation of marketing channel through case 
analysis of company A, and tries to probe how to establish marketing channel 
advantage. 
This thesis is divided into four parts, the first part explains history and 
development of the medical enterprise's marketing channel, and combines the 
present environment, introduces several kinds of major types of the present 
medical enterprise's marketing channel mode.  
The second part illustrates current situation of marketing channel through 
case study of company A. 
The third part analyzes the existing problem and reasons of marketing 















In the fourth part I try to give some advices to the marketing channel of 
company A. These suggestions may be regarded as reference for decision-making. 
Because of the author's ability and insight being limited, the suggestions proposed 
maybe unsuitable. It is generous with your criticism.  
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为 1年零 6个月（FDA评估 16种生物技术药品平均每种用 1年零 8个月）①。 
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